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Abstract. Carrier transport in GaAs-based VCSELs is investigated by means of an

in-house multiphysics code, with particular emphasis on the description of many-valley

effects in the conduction band of AlGaAs barriers. These effects, which are revealed

to have a significant impact on the overall VCSEL performance, are accounted for by

an effective density of states obtained with a closed-form model. This description has

been included in a simplified simulation framework, where most of the DBR pairs are

replaced by an equivalent homogeneous layer. This leads to a major reduction of the

computational cost, especially important in view of the computer-aided design of 3-D

devices.
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1. Introduction

Vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) are among the most interesting

semiconductor laser diodes and have become market leaders since several years, covering

a range of relevant mass applications, from datacom to sensing in the last generation

of smartphones [1]. VCSEL research started in 1979 [2], when for the first time

Prof. Kenichi Iga proposed this new kind of lasers. The operation of such complex

electro-optical components relies on complex strategies to cope with the sometimes

conflicting electrical and optical issues, which therefore require, beside the experimental

and technological work, an intense and accurate multiphysics modeling. A representative

example of such strong electro-optical interplays can be found in the graded interface

distributed Bragg reflectors (DBRs), which consitute the largest part of a VCSEL. In
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fact, abrupt GaAs/AlAs layers provide the best DBR reflectivity, but are inadequate

from the carrier transport perspective. Fully monolithic InGaAs-GaAs VCSELs

incorporating epitaxial distributed Bragg reflectors (DBR) with emission wavelengths

of about 960 nm and pulsed threshold currents of 1.3 mA were first demonstrated in

1989 [3]. The dominant limitation of these devices was the high resistance introduced by

the p-type GaAs/AlAs DBR mirror. This issue arises from the potential barriers at the

heterointerfaces, which are also the main cause of self-heating in VCSELs. In the early

’90s, several solutions such as modulation doping [4] or AlGaAs intermediate layers [5,6]

were proposed. These approaches were not decisive, since they were temperature-

dependent or did not provide an adequate reduction of the series resistance.

An effective solution, still adopted today, was the introduction of graded interfaces,

proposed in [7] and [8], where composition grading was achieved by means of a

superlattice, grown with molecular beam epitaxy (MBE). A continuous Al composition

grading was later obtained by different techniques such as phase-locked epitaxy (PLE)

[9], metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) [10, 11] or MBE [12]. In order

to illustrate the benefits of graded interfaces, Fig. 1 compares the light-current-voltage

(LIV) characteristics of three typical VCSEL structures (for details see Section 3)

featuring abrupt and linearly graded interfaces with thicknesses of 10 nm and 20 nm.

One can observe that the VCSEL with interfaces does not reach lasing operation. The

modification of the interfaces leads to a twofold effect, both optical and electrical. In

fact, a graded DBR results in a lower reflectivity [13], which corresponds to a higher

threshold (threshold gain is 765, 915 and 1393 cm−1 for the abrupt, 10 nm and 20 nm
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Figure 1. Simulated LIV characteristics (for structure detail see Section 3 and related

text) for three VCSELs with abrupt (red lines) and graded interfaces with thicknesses

of 10 nm (black lines) and 20 nm (blue lines). Dashed and solid curves refer to IV and

IL characteristics.
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Figure 2. Molar fraction (top) and DoS electron effective mass (bottom) with the

single-valley (red line) and many-valley models (Boltzmann approximation, blue line);

z = 0 corresponds to the outcoupling p-side facet (see also Fig. 6).

cases respectively), but also to a higher output coupling efficiency. This is shown by the

higher slope of the blue LI curve, which corresponds also to a higher current flow.

As suggested by this example, the interplay between different physical phenomena

makes the VCSEL design a complex task. For this reason, the experimental activity

has been always supported by a strong theoretical counterpart [14–17]. Focusing on

electron transport, a remarkable work has been published by David Winston, who

developed the free 1-D software SimWindows [18]. Nowadays, comprehensive simulators

are still essential tools to explore the design parameter space for an optimum design while

keeping at bay the cost factor and the time required for a design cycle. At present, the

most advanced published model is reported in [19], on which was based the VCSEL

simulator (presently no longer supported) in Synopsys TCAD Sentaurus.

In this work AlGaAs-based VCSELs are investigated, with a special focus on many-

valley electron conduction properties. The study is carried out with our in-house Drift-

dIffusion ANAlysis code (DIANA). This is based on the numerical solution of the Poisson

and continuity equations by means of a generalized Newton method, where the current

densities are approximated by means of the Scharfetter-Gummel (SG) relation [20].

Even if a drift-diffusion model may sound as old-fashioned, for CAD-level tools it is the

only approach compatible with the large size and considerable complexity of VCSEL

structures.

Modeling these optoelectronic devices requires to deal with high carrier

concentrations, leading to regions where the semiconductor is degenerate. In this view,

it is necessary to use Fermi-Dirac statistics to describe the carrier distribution, whose

effect is included by additional terms in the SG potential. A similar idea is applied to

the heterointerfaces, with the relevant composition-dependent corrections. Incomplete
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Figure 3. Effective DoS electron mass vs. molar fraction in a AlxGa1−xAs alloy for

the different models discussed in the paper.

ionization is also accounted for, being especially relevant in AlGaAs systems. In addition

to the “standard” Shockley-Read-Hall, radiative and Auger recombination processes,

the key objective of a VCSEL simulator is to compute the optical emission power from

stimulated recombination. To this aim, VELM, an efficient electromagnetic simulator,

is used to estimate the lasing wavelength and threshold gains [21]. The photon rate

equation that balances the material gain and the device losses is coupled to the drift-

diffusion model through the stimulated recombination term (see e.g. Chap. 3 in [1]).

2. Many-valley model

The conduction band structure of the AlxGa1−xAs system deserves particular attention

when a VCSEL is electrically pumped through its mirrors. In fact, from Table 1, in

the neighborhood of the critical molar fraction x = 0.45 the Γ and X conduction

valleys display the same energy gap. Beyond this value, the semiconductor becomes

indirect. In a single valley (SV) perspective [22], the density of states (DoS) electron

mass exhibits a sharp discontinuity at x = 0.45, as can be seen in Fig. 3. Due to the

graded heterointerfaces, usually present both in the DBRs and in the cavity region (see

Fig. 2), the molar fraction crosses the critical value in several sections, so that the SV

approach might lead to inaccurate results. In the following a more realistic many-valley

(MV) approach is compared to the standard SV model. The present MV approach can

be easily implemented also in commercial codes. Accounting for the complete electron

band structure of an AlGaAs alloy requires to compute the electron density as the sum
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of 3 contributions‡ corresponding to the Γ, X and L minima [31], [32]:

ntot = NC,eff F1/2(ηx) =


nΓ

(
1 +

nX

nΓ

+
nL

nΓ

)
x < 0.45

nX

(
1 +

nΓ

nX

+
nL

nX

)
x ≥ 0.45,

(1)

where nj = NCj F1/2(ηj), being F1/2 the Fermi-Dirac integral of order 1/2, which can

be approximated by an exponential function for non-degenerate operation [33,34]. The

argument ηj = (EF,n −Ej)/(kBT ) is the distance of the quasi-Fermi level EF,n from the

minimum of valley j = {X,L,Γ}; kBT is the temperature equivalent energy. Depending

on the molar fraction, ηx in Equation (1) is equal to ηΓ or ηX. The density of states NCj

is given by the textbook formula:

NCj = 2

(
2πm0kBT

h2

) 3
2

m
3
2
j . (2)

When the Boltzmann approximation holds, the EF,n terms in the exponentials of

Equation (1) cancel out and an analytic expression for the effective electron mass is

obtained, which does not depend on the electron density

meff =


mΓ

[
1 +

(
mL

mΓ

) 3
2

e−∆LΓ +

(
mX

mΓ

) 3
2

e−∆XΓ

] 2
3

x < 0.45

mX

[
1 +

(
mL

mX

) 3
2

e−∆LX +

(
mΓ

mX

) 3
2

e+∆XΓ

] 2
3

x ≥ 0.45,

(3)

where ∆ij = (Egi − Egj )/(kBT ). Substituting Equation (3) in Equation (2) leads to

the effective DoS NC,eff that, inserted in Equation (1), provides the many-valley total

electron population.

3. Numerical results

The device investigated in the following is based on the AlGaAs VCSEL described in [38].

It consists of 39.5 n-doped bottom mirror pairs, three GaAs quantum wells inside a one-

wavelength thick cavity, and 23 p-doped top mirror pairs. For simplicity, dopings in

the DBRs are assumed constant (3 × 1018 cm−3 for the p-DBR and 2 × 1018 cm−3 for

the n-DBR). The molar composition of the central region (cavity and first mirror pairs

aside) of the VCSEL is shown in Fig. 2. The set of parameters used in the drift-diffusion

simulations is reported in Table 1; for the meaning of the parameters not defined in this

paper, see [39].

‡ Band mixing of zone-center Γ and zone-edge X states is not considered here, as mixing effects are

expected to be important only in highly confined nanostructures such as short period GaAs/AlAs

superlattices [23–28] and quantum dots [29,30].
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Table 1. Material parameters of AlGaAs used in the present simulations.

Parameter AlxGa1−xAs Ref.

Eg,Γ (eV) 1.424 + 1.247x [31]

Eg,X (eV) 1.900 + 0.125x+ 0.143x2 [31]

Eg,L (eV) 1.708 + 0.642x [31]

mΓ 0.067 + 0.083x [35]

mX 0.850− 0.140x [35]

mL 0.560 + 0.100x [35]

ε 12.90− 2.84x [36]

µn,Γ (cm2/s/V) 8000− 22000x+ 10000x2 [37]

µn,X (cm2/s/V) −255 + 1160x− 720x2 [37]

µp (cm2/s/V) 400− 700x+ 450x2 [37]

χΓ (eV) 4.07− 0.7482x [37]

χX (eV) 3.594 + 0.3738x− 0.143x2 [37]

∆EA (eV) 0.026 [31]

∆ED (eV) 0.005 [31]

τn (s) 5× 10−9 [36]

τp (s) 20× 10−9 [36]

B (cm3/s) 1.8× 10−10 [31]

Cn (cm6/s) 1.2× 10−31 [36]

Cp (cm6/s) 8.5× 10−31 [36]

In Fig. 3 the MV DoS electron mass is shown as a function of the alloy molar

fraction. The unphysical DoS discontinuity is removed and a maximum mass is achieved

at the critical molar fraction, which reflects the fact that a balanced contribution from

all three valleys occurs in that molar region. The effect of high carrier densities is also

investigated by considering as an example the DoS effective mass in the degenerate

case with η = 3. However, up to η = 0, the analytic formula Equation (3) based on

Boltzmann statistics is accurate and proves to be a very good approximation for standard

VCSEL operation. In fact, the LIV curves (see e.g. Fig. 4) are almost unchanged by

using the Fermi DoS effective mass (upgraded after every voltage step) or the Boltzmann

one, which does not depend on voltage.

In the lower part of Fig. 2 the longitudinal DoS effective mass profile is shown

for the central part of the VCSEL under analysis and the SV and MV approaches are

compared. The overall impact of the MV approach is shown in Fig. 4, where the LIV

curves are computed by means of DIANA. The present investigation is concerned with

an inherently longitudinal transport effect; therefore a simplified 1-D version of the

code is used, for which the transverse details are not needed. It can be clearly seen

that the SV approach leads to currents lower by about 25%, due to the underestimated

carrier densities of the SV approach. These are shown in Fig. 5 for the same longitudinal

section of Fig. 2); in particular, the largest carrier density deviations occur in the cavity,

in correspondence of the gradings next to the active region.

In view of the more demanding task of performing the comprehensive simulation
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Figure 4. Comparison of the LIV characteristics computed with SV (red lines) or

MV (black lines) approaches.

of 3-D axisymmetric circular devices, the electrical structure can be simplified leading

to a considerable reduction of the system unknowns. This has been proposed in [19]

and implemented in several commercial codes (e.g. Synopsys TCAD Sentaurus and

Crosslight PICS3D). In order to investigate this strategy, the DBR pairs far from the

active region are substituted with a uniform material, whose molar fraction is determined
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Figure 5. Carrier concentration profiles at 1.8V for in the central part of the VCSEL,

comparing the SV and MV models.
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Figure 6. VCSEL band diagram (blue lines or by using an equivalent layer whose

molar fraction set to 0.441, red lines) and quasi-Fermi levels (green lines for the

complete case, black dashed lines for the equivalent layer case).

in such a way to achieve the same electrical characteristics of the actual device [40]. As

an example, Fig. 6 shows the band diagram of the original and simplified structures for

a molar fraction of the equivalent layer of 0.441. It can be seen that the agreement is

excellent. Fig. 7 compares the IV curves for the full VCSEL structure (black circles)

and of the simplified layout (blue line). To provide additional information, the green

and red curves show the IV curves obtained with x = 0.4 and x = 0.5 for the equivalent

layer. The optimal x = 0.441 value is achieved by minimizing the difference between

the full and equivalent IV responses. It can be observed that this value is lower than

the average alloy composition of the DBRs (0.15 and 0.9, i.e. 0.525).

4. Conclusions

We have applied our new in-house drift-diffusion code, written with a special attention

to AlGaAs-based VCSELs, to investigate the effects of many-valley electron transport

on a typical VCSEL, electrically pumped through the DBRs. Simulations predict a

current increase of about 25% using the more realistic MV transport model, which

can be introduced by using an effective DoS electron mass. The effectiveness of this

MV description has been also demonstrated within a strategy aimed at defining a

simplified equivalent geometry where several DBR pairs are replaced by a uniform

effective material. This is the first step towards a comprehensive electro-thermo-optical

simulator, which will be addressed in future works.
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obtained by the effective layer approach for different molar fractions (solid lines).
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